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Tank Top Safety

This photograph shows the ultra compact installation
that can be obtained using the GHH CG70
compressor. The compressor is mounted within the
chassis rails and the only visible sign that a compressor
has been fitted is that of the compressor hose coupling
adjacent to the fifth wheel plate. This compressor is
ideal for discharge of cement and similar powders
giving 500 m/3 and 2 bar pressure. Noise levels are less
than 90dba and discharge rates are even better than
the CG80 which this machine replaces. Since no belts
and pulleys are used in the installation, weight is saved
and maintenance is very much reduced. The first units
have now been in service for over a year and have
proved completely reliable. For more details on this
and any other compressor related applications, Please
contact either John Robinson on 07813 968055 or Alan
Speak on 07855 960955.

This picture shows the All Round On -Tank Security that we
now offer. In this case the customer has a first class safety
record which he maintains by always specifying the best
safety features on the market. This is the latest version of our
system, which, in this case is manually actuated, but other
forms are available. Two full length and transverse handrails
are provided and non slip material is applied to the top of
the tank shell between the platforms. The handrails are to
the latest requirements of 1.1m high and the entire handrail
system is actuated by just two levers utilising gas struts to
assist the lifting effort.
We removed the tank barrel from an old chassis and fitted it
to a new chassis to-gether with all new auxiliary equipment
and painted the complete vehicle.

Used Compressors
We recently reported that we have significant stocks of
used compressors and blowing sets available. We are again
reminding operators that they can save serious amounts of
money by contacting us before they think about buying
new equipment of this type. Not only do we have a wide
range of used GHH compressors available but we have
compressors from other manufacturers as well, in addition to
various makes of industrial engines. We have recently
aquired a significant number of Volvo and ZF PTO’s available
at very keen prices.
Please contact John Robinson on 07813 968055 or Alan
Speak on 07855 960955.

Train painting

paintshop we are constructing. This is due for completion in
3 months time and in the next issue we should have some
photos of the work in progress. For all paintwork enquiries,
Please contact Joe Ptak on 07966 717396.

Motor Racing Division
Although we finished well up the leader board last season,
the final race involved us in a horrendous pile-up from
which the chassis never recovered, although, happily the
driver soon did. So, new season, new car and off we go to
a flying start. First race back and we finished 8th out of 34
starters and next day finished 6th and a fraction of a
second off the fastest lap of the day. Not bad for starters,
with lots more opportunities for even better results during
the season.

Hose Recovery Service
We often find when visiting customer’s premises, that there
are piles of delivery hoses that have been discarded as unfit
for further use. However, when these hoses are returned to
us for examination, we often find that the hose itself is
entirely serviceable but maybe the couplings are faulty. By
replacing couplings and retesting, we are able to save the
customer considerable sums of money. This may also be the
opportunity to replace cheap cast couplings with the more
durable forged couplings which are much more resilient. If
you would like more details of this service
Please contact Steve Beswick on 07875 340139.
This picture shows the inside of one of the rail units that we
are currently repainting. We recently showed a photo of the
curtain sided trailer which we use to bring the seating down
to our paintshop at Foston and here they are installed in one
of the repainted coaches.
We are forecasting big increases in our train painting
business and work is progressing well on the huge new

Belt Tensioning
We are finding that many operators are still having
problems with belts being incorrectly tensioned resulting in
belts being thrown off. This is easily resolved by the use of
the belt tensioning device which is available from our
Stores 01538 308008.

